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OptiMobile announces general availability of its Internet telephony
client UniPhone for Sony Ericsson P1i and P990i
UniPhone client application available at Sony Ericsson Application Shop
Stockholm, October 8, 2007. OptiMobile, a leading company within the field of seamless
convergence between wireless Internet telephony and cellular telephony, today announces that
OptiMobile’s client software UniPhone for Internet telephony for the Sony Ericsson P1i and P990i is
now generally available at the Sony Ericsson Application Shop
(http://applicationshop.sonyericsson.com/). The client application will also be available for Sony
Ericsson W960i.

Individuals, small-to-medium enterprises and others can now enjoy low cost, or even free mobile
voice calls by the use of the client software that makes it possible to call using regular phone
numbers over the Internet with your Sony Ericsson P1i, P990i and W960i. The software follows the
SIP-standard and uses the WLAN radio interface for wireless calls over broadband. The ability to
make Internet telephony calls is subject to that the end-user has access to a WLAN broadband
connection and a subscription with a relevant provider of IP-telephony services.

“We have experienced a great demand from the market in this product, also from individuals and
small-to-medium enterprises throughout the world” says Lars Edman, CEO of OptiMobile. “The
launch of OptiMobile’s Internet telephony client UniPhone at the Sony Ericsson Application Shop
enables us to reach out and satisfy demand in these customer segments.”

About OptiMobile
OptiMobile offers a completely unified mobile voice solution – WBX. OptiMobile’s customers include mobile
system providers, global operators, providers of enterprise communication solutions and terminal
manufacturers and vendors. End-users are able to use WLAN equipped mobile phones for calls over the
Internet via WLAN whenever a WLAN Internet access point is within reach. Calls are automatically and
seamlessly transferred between Internet and cellular networks. OptiMobile is a leader within the field of
seamless convergence between wireless Internet telephony (VoIP) and cellular telephony. Supported by
OptiMobile’s WBX solution operators and providers of enterprise communication solutions are able to offer endusers completely unified services, independent of the networks and radio access technologies being used from
time to time. End-users benefit from lower cost of calls, reduced complexity due to unified call handling, higher
availability and increased productivity. In general, calls made using VoIP have better sound quality than cellular
calls. OptiMobile is licensing voice processing software for VoIP from Global IP Solutions. More information is
available at www.optimobile.se.

Disclaimer

This news release contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties, as well as assumptions that, if they ever materialize or prove incorrect,
could cause the results of OptiMobile to differ from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements and assumptions. All statements other than
statements of historical fact are statements that could be deemed forward-looking statements, including the expected development, performance or status of products
or services; statements of expectation or belief; and any statement of assumptions underlying any of the foregoing. Risks, uncertainties and assumptions include the
development, performance and market acceptance of products and services and other risks. OptiMobile assumes no obligation and does not intend to update these
forward-looking statements.

OptiMobile does not guarantee the availability of the product via the distribution mechanisms mentioned in this news release and OptiMobile does not guarantee the
time period for which the product may be available. OptiMobile does not guarantee that the product referred to in this news release will work with all systems,
combinations of system equipments, or services. End-users must ensure that correct equipment and services are available in order to achieve desired function of the
product mentioned in this news release.
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